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Sophisticated and versatile - the 
ColourTouch provides full DMX 
control capability in an ultra 
simple interface.

ColourTouch - Pre-programmed DMX controller

Smooth, flicker-free dimming 
from 100-0% - the FusionDriver 
provides all benefits of both CCR 
and PWM dimming, without the 
draw-backs.

FusionDriver - Flicker-free LED dimming

High output, highly protected 
- the Justice is a bullet-proof 
lighting solution for adverse 
conditions.

Justice - High output IP65 surface mount downlight

Designed to IEEE1789 standards, 
PosiDim provides smooth, 
precise, flicker-free dimming 
control along the entire 
dimming curve.

PosiDim Mech - The simplest LED dimming system available

The Micro and Vega low-power 
lightsources from Universal Fibre 
Optics make the famous Digilin 
starceiling more accessible for 
smaller sized installations.

Micro & Vega - Low power and low cost fibre optic lightsources

Welcome to DRUM #1 - the first ever Digilin Releases, Upgrades and Modifications, 
which will be taking place twice a year from now onwards. DRUM is an exciting 
culmination of hundreds of hours of creative design, electronic engineering and 
assembly planning. It’s our chance to show off the incredible work our team has been 
doing behind the scenes to ensure that our products are the highest performing, 
most reliable on the market. 

Each of our new releases is a physical manifestation of our commitment to innovation 
and continuous improvement and we’re thrilled with the final results. Digilin is very 
proud to release these innovations to you and are excited to see their impact on the 
Australian lighting landscape over the years to come.

For datasheets and other technical information, simply click on any of the products to 
go to their page on our website, or reach out directly to us or your regional distributor. 
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ChangeProduct 

Upgrades and Modifications

Now available with DALIHotline Tracklight

Now with direct PWM output
3 & 4 channels versions available

WebColour

Now with RGBW and opal
Perfect exterior marker light for colour mixing or tuneable white

Sabre Exterior Linear

New High Temp version available in 150W & 200W models
Rated up to 70°C ambient temperature

Helios Highbay

Now available in fixed colour versions - red, blue, green and 
custom colours

Chroma & Vibe Downlights

Wall wash optic now available
2000 lumen version now available

Freedom Downlight

New version of HaloFlex designed for saunas and spas - rated up 
to 90°C and 100% humidity, available in 2700K, 3000K & 4000K

SaunaFlex

More dimming options with Mains Dim, DALI, Smooth DALI, DMX 
and Bluetooth

Downlights

Now available as raw components for assembly onsite
Profile, LED strip and accessories can be purchased individually

Compact linear

Available for linear, downlights and tracklights 
Full spectrum LED which is visually pleasant and better for growth

Sunlike 4000K

Microprism lenses now available for linear profiles 50-75mm in 
width, including the Slim, Surface and UpDown lines

Hard Anodizing treatment now available to enhance corrosion 
resistance in salt or chlorine environments

Linear Systems

Massive lumen increase from new LED array 
VariWhite, BackStage, RGB & RGBW available

Spectrum & Agent

New easy to use software for configuration by end users
Now available as tuneable white and DT8 compliant

PosiTouch

Our 5 year Guardian Warranty covers 
the cost of replacement and labour on 
all Digilin products, including custom-

built solutions.

On Site Warranty
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ColourTouch
The ColourTouch is a sophisticated, highly versatile DMX control 
interface designed and manufactured in Australia. Featuring a display 
screen and five touch-sensitive buttons, the ColourTouch’s user interface 
is extremely intuitive and simple to use, enabling users to take full 
advantage of DMX control capability with zero technical skills. 

The left and right buttons cycle between functions - colour temperature, 
dimming and show selection, while the top and bottom buttons alter 
each particular function’s values, allowing users to set colour temperature 
in 100K intervals, dim from 0.4-100% and select from hundreds of preset 
colours and show sequences. The centre button turns the control panel 
on and off. It really could not be more straightforward!

Customised sequences can also be uploaded to the ColourTouch’s 
onboard memory chip, adding to the hundreds of others that come 
preprogrammed with the device, allowing it to be adapted to any 
installation and design requirement.

Pre-programmed DMX controller
The ColourTouch’s responsive 
display screen allows you to 
control lighting with precision.

Display screen

Onboard memory has hundreds 
of dynamic shows stored and 
custom sequences can be added.

100s of dynamic shows

Easily cycle between CCT, 
dimming, colour and preset 
show selection.

Left/right cycles function

Set CCT in 100K steps, dim 
0.4-100% and cycle colour and 
preset shows with two buttons.

Up/down alters value
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Sophisticated and versatile - the 
ColourTouch provides full DMX control 
capability in an ultra simple interface
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FusionDriver (DMX)
Digilin’s range of FusionDrivers guarantee smooth, flicker-free dimming 
from 100% to off by seamlessly combining CCR (constant current 
reduction) and PWM (pulse width modulation) dimming techniques into 
a single driver. 

With both dimming methods presenting drawbacks, LED dimming has 
always been defined by unavoidable trade-offs. CCR is a simple technique 
to smoothly dim LEDs but it can cause their output to become unstable 
at dimming levels below 10% and can also cause some LEDs to suffer 
from unsightly colour shifts. PWM on the other hand can more reliably 
dim LED at lower levels and doesn’t cause colour-shifting, but at high 
levels can result in harmful flicker if its frequency isn’t high enough.

The FusionDriver overcomes these drawbacks by using CCR dimming from 
100% down to 10%, before seamlessly switching over to high-frequency 
PWM dimming from 10% to 0%. RGB, RGBW and VariWhite versions 
are now available, with fixed colour versions currently in development. 
Providing such incredible benefits, FusionDriver technology is set to 
quickly become the new industry standard in best dimming practice. 

Flicker-free LED dimming
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PWM

Smooth, flicker-free dimming 
from 100-0% - the FusionDriver 

provides all benefits of both 
CCR and PWM dimming, 
without the draw-backs.

Benefits
Smooth, stable dimming along the entire 
dimming curve 

High frequency PWM ensures that no 
harmful flicker occurs at any light level

Massively reduced potential for LED 
colourshifting

FusionDriver prevents strobing from 
being visible in videos, making it perfect 
for broadcast quality applications

https://www.digilin.com.au/
https://www.digilin.com.au/product/fusiondriver/
https://www.digilin.com.au/product/fusiondriver/
https://www.digilin.com.au/product/fusiondriver/
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Justice
Justice is an IP65 surface mount downlight, featuring a powder-coated 
cast aluminium body, integral driver and extruded aluminium heatsink. 
The luminaire is currently available in single colour white (2700K, 3000K, 
4000K & 5000K) with colour change and tuneable white options now in 
development for release later in 2021. 

Providing up to 2500 lumens at 24W, the Justice is very efficient. Its clean 
cylindrical form seamlessly fits into any project and it can be easily surface 
mounted using simple installation connections. A variety of integral lens 
options bring highly efficient optics while saving critical space. 

Engineered for performance and reliability like all Digilin products, Justice 
is a bullet-proof lighting solution for adverse conditions.

High output IP65 surface mount downlight

High output, highly protected - the 
Justice is a bullet-proof lighting solution 

for adverse conditions. 

Justice was built to deliver 
outstanding performance in even 
the most adverse conditions.

Cast aluminium

Containing the driver within the 
can means the entire luminare 
works as a single, neat package.

Integral driver

Justice was designed for 
effective thermal management 
and is extensively heat tested.

Effective heat dissipation

A range of efficient lenses are 
available, including a wall-wash 
version.

Multitude of beam options

190mm
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PosiTouch
The PosiTouch is a lighting control system that provides users with full 
DALI control of multiple lighting fixtures through a stylish wall-mounted 
panel. Following recent changes, the device now supports DT8 tuneable 
white commands. A single device is capable of issuing electronic 
commands to lighting fixtures individually or in groups, allowing them to 
be set to certain scenes, turned on/off and dimmed up/down. Designed 
under the premise that advanced functionality is only as useful as it is 
usable, Digilin developed the touch sensitive controller to be as intuitive 
and user-friendly as possible. 

While most other controllers require a third-party programmer 
or specialty programming knowledge, the PosiTouch can be pre-
programmed by Digilin before being sent to site for ‘plug and play’ 
installation, or user-configured via USB connection and simple software. 
Although the controller is easy to use, it is fully featured and extremely 
versatile. Each of the 6 buttons is capable of initiating DALI commands 
through long-press, short press and tap-and-release inputs.

Intuitive DALI control interface

Complete DALI control functionality 
delivered in an intuitive, easy to use, 

and stylish design 

www.digilin.com.au

The intuitive interface allows 
users to take full advantage of 
its advanced functionality. 

Intuitive interface

The PosiTouch can be retrofit 
directly to Australian standard 
wall mounts.

Easy to retrofit

Each button can be 
custom engraved 
with symbols to suit 
your installation.

Custom engraving options

Users can program the PosiTouch 
using simple software via direct 
USB connection. 

User programmed via USB

Each button can receive 
commands through long press, 
short press and tap-and-release.

Multiple inputs
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PosiDim Mech (PWM)
PosiDim provides smooth, precise, flicker-free dimming control of LED 
installations using high-frequency PWM. Requiring no additional LED 
driver to drive up to 2A of single colour LED light fittings, such as Digilin’s 
range of linear LED systems, PosiDim is an amazingly simple dimming 
solution. 

The mechanism is easily expandable with Digilin’s range of PWM 
repeaters, enabling it to control large runs of LED strip and even constant 
current fixtures. Fitting directly into any series 30 switch plate, PosiDim 
can easily be retrofit to existing installations. It operates on a non-linear 
dimming curve, which provides much greater accuracy in setting lower 
light levels.

PosiDim runs at 1250Hz to conform with IEEE1789 standards on flicker, 
which is critical to prevent the serious negative health impacts of both 
visible and invisible flicker on users of the illuminated area. These effects 
range from headaches, eyestrain and reduced visual performance, to 
more severe impacts such as seizures in individuals with photosensitive 
epilepsy. 

The simplest LED dimming system available

Outputs

Current/channel

PWM frequency

2A

1250Hz

1Inputs

Voltage

Current

1

12-24VDC

2.5A

Designed to IEEE1789 standards, PosiDim provides smooth, precise, 
flicker-free dimming control along the entire dimming curve
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Spectrum & Agent
Spectrum (recessed) and Agent (suspended or surface mount) are 
high output colourmixing and tuneable white downlights designed for 
entertainment and theatrical applications. Massive efficiency gains have 
been achieved following an optimisation of their LED array configurations 
and positioning within the luminaires. With the RGB model now putting 
out an incredible 46 lumens per watt, these luminaires are unbelievably 
efficient colourmixing downlights. 

Performers and stage operators will enjoy their high power, vibrant 
colour mixing and tuneable white colours; while venue owners and 
facility managers will appreciate their energy efficiency, low maintenance 
requirements and long performance lives.

A blue/white Backstage model has also been developed to cater to 
the specialised lighting needs of stage operators as they work during 
shows. Available with a range of beam angles and able to be combined 
with Digilin drivers for ultimate reliability, Spectrum and Agent are 
outstanding examples of electronic lighting engineering. 

Colour mixing & variable white downlights

Massive lumen outputs with incredible efficiency - Spectrum and Agent 
represent the apex of colourmixing and tuneable white downlighting

Model RGB RGBW VariWhite Backstage

Delivered lumens

Luminaire power

Lumens per watt

1980 2488 2420 2420/800

43.3W 43.6W 29.4W 29.4/31W

46 57 82 82/26

Spectrum Agent

https://www.digilin.com.au/
https://www.digilin.com.au/product-category/lighting/downlights/downlights_colourmixing/?filters=lumens%5B2000_2800%5D
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Microprism lenses
Microprism lenses reduce the glare produced by luminaires, thereby 
improving the quality of light in a space and the comfort of its occupants. 
The lens contains hundreds of densely packed, tiny microprisms which 
reflect light waves that pass through it, ensuring that light only travels in 
the desired direction. 

These lenses are now available for larger linear profiles 50mm or larger 
in width, including our Surface, Slim, Recess and UpDown linear series. 
Applications where a low glare environment is critical, such as in offices 
and classrooms will benefit immensely from our new microprism lenses. 
However, with such a simple, economical solution providing such great 
benefits, we expect these lenses to see widespread use in many other 
applications as well. 

Low glare diffusers for linear profiles

Glare critical applications will 
benefit immensely from our 
new microprism lenses for 

large linear profiles.

Recess - 65, 70 and 90

Surface - 50, 75 and 100

Slim - 50

Linear profiles available with microprism

UpDown - 50, 75 and 100

Greatly reduced lumens at 
outer glare area

Majority of lumens directed 
downwards to main illumination area

https://www.digilin.com.au/
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Micro & Vega
From the world’s largest starceilings with 10,000s of light points, down 
to smaller installations with dozens, our new range of low-power 
lightsources from Universal Fibre Optics in the UK enables the famous 
Digilin star ceiling to suit a greater range of project briefs and budgets. 

Micro (5W) and Vega (20W) provide efficient lumen outputs and are both 
available with a scintillation wheel for generating the iconic “twinkle” 
effect that only a fibre optic star ceiling can achieve. 

Fitted with a standard 30mm fibre port connector, these light sources 
are suitable for both new installations and retrofitting to existing fibre 
optic installations.

Low power and low cost fibre optic lightsources

The Micro and 
Vega low-power 

lightsources 
make the famous 
Digilin starceiling 
more accessible 
for smaller sized 

installations

Image courtesy of Adelaide Convention Centre

Micro Vega
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